Untere Rathaushalle Bremen / Germany

Fine Art Craft and Design

Conditions of participation for the Market for Applied Arts
in the Lower Town Hall and on the Bremen Market Square
1. approval
An external, independent and professional jury will decide on participation.
Admission as an exhibitor is confirmed in writing after the judging and is only valid for the exhibitor
named therein and for the work resulting from the application.
There is no legal entitlement to admission!

Only self-designed and self-designed! Workshop manufactured exhibits and goods are
offered! Externally manufactured merchandise is NOT permitted!
2. Places; Place allocation/; Change of place
If the allocated space is not available for a reason for which the Organiser is responsible, the Exhibitor
shall be entitled to a refund of the stand rent. A claim for damages does not exist.
The organiser reserves the right, if circumstances so require, to allocate a space in a different location or
to change the allocated stand space, stating the reasons for this and deviating from the admission.

3. withdrawal from the rental contract
After successful registration and admission, exhibitors must pay the full rent even if they cancel or do not
participate. If the organizer succeeds in renting the place to another tenant, the first tenant to withdraw
from the contract will receive his rent back.
4. exclusion of objects
The organizer can demand that objects be removed from the rented space which prove to be annoying,
dangerous or unsuitable. Wird does not comply with this request, the Organiser shall remove the items at
the Exhibitor's expense.
5. garbage and cleaning

The sales area must be left clean and broom-clean - take your own garbage with
you.
6. sales stands
Sales Stands are to be brought by the exhibitor himself - white folding pagoda tents appropriate
exclusively to the ambience of the event are permitted.
Party tents are not allowed!
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„ The historical Building is 700 Years old“ So.. take care!
All surfaces in the Lower Town Hall Hall, in particular entrance doors, walls, ceilings, beams, portal
frames and portal leaves must remain unaffected and must not be damaged.

Also, nothing should be leaned against the walls. Nails, screws and adhesive tapes must not be
used on the surfaces. The soil must also be protected in the same way (listed World Heritage Site!).

The use of the Lower Town Hall must not cause any heat damage, in particular from
light sources and/or heaters, or moisture damage. In particular, no organic
materials such as soil, grass, straw or the like may be brought into the lower town
hall hall.
Smoking is absolutely forbidden!
7. liability and Security guarding
The exhibitor shall be liable for all damages incurred by the organiser or third parties as a result of the
operation of the market stand. Alle Stands must bear the name and business address of the lessee.
During the night from Saturday to Sunday the outer square will be guarded, however the organizer is not
liable for damage to or loss of goods, market stalls or personal belongings. Possible insurances have to
be taken out by yourself.
8. cancellation, postponement or shortening of the event
The organiser is entitled to postpone, shorten or temporarily close or cancel the event in whole or in part
for compelling reasons for which he is not responsible.
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